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Reuters - A man holds the new  Canadian 100 dollar bill made of polymer in Toronto November 14, 2011. REUTERS/Mark Blinch

Most people’s financial focus this time of year is on how much they’re spending on presents and

parties. But now’s also the time to make some simple money moves to finish the year with your fiscal

house in order.

Make charitable donations

Dec. 31 is the last day to make a donation and get a tax receipt for 2013. New this year is the federal

government’s First-Time Donor’s Super Credit (FDSC).

“If neither you nor your spouse or common-law partner has claimed the charitable donations tax
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credit in any of the five preceding tax years, from 2008 to 2012, then you’d be eligible to claim this

credit on up to $1,000 of monetary donations made after March 20, 2013,” says Tina Tehranchian,

branch manager and senior financial planner at Richmond Hill’s Assante Capital Management Ltd.

Gifting publicly-traded securities, including mutual funds, with accrued capital gains to a registered

charity or a foundation has added benefits, she adds. “It not only entitles you to a tax receipt for the

fair market value of the security being donated, but it also eliminates capital gains tax that you would

have otherwise had to pay,” Tehranchian says. “Keep in mind that in-kind donations of securities are

not eligible for the FDSC.”

Make a Registered Education Savings Plan (RESP) contribution

The sooner you start, the more you save. All you need is your child’s social insurance number to set

up this savings plan for your child’s post-secondary education. You can contribute up to $50,000 per

child and there are no taxes payable on the money earned in an RESP until it's withdrawn.

Plus, the federal government’s Canada Education Savings Grant (CESG) provides 20 cents on every

dollar you contribute, up to a maximum of $500 on an annual contribution of $2,500. If you cannot

make a contribution in any given year, you may be able to catch up in future years.

“If your child or grandchild turned 15 in 2013 and has never been a beneficiary of an RESP, no CESG

can be claimed in future years unless at least $2,000 is contributed to an RESP by the end of 2013,”

Tehranchian says. “By making a contribution by December 31, 2013, you can receive the current

year’s CESG and create CESG eligibility for 2014 and 2015.”

Look back to see what you can improve going forward

“Take the time to review what you spent money on over the past year and re-visit the expenses to see

if there are less expensive ways of accomplishing your lifestyle,” says Scott Plaskett, senior financial

planner and CEO of Etobicoke’s IRONSHIELD Financial Planning.

“Look into renegotiating your cell-phone plan to see if there is a more cost effective plan. Do a full

analysis of all of your property and casualty insurance, such as that on your car and home, to see if

there’s a better overall solution for all of your insurance needs as opposed to purchasing your

insurance on a piece-meal basis.  Grouping your coverage … will often provide for a lower-cost

overall plan.”
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Put money into a tax-free savings account (TFSA)

The maximum annual contribution limit is $5,500. Be sure to put anything you can in by Dec. 31 and

consider setting up an automatic withdrawal for monthly contributions, no matter how seemingly

small.

“If you have non-registered funds sitting in savings or investment accounts and you have not

contributed to a TFSA, transfer the maximum allowable [$25,500 for those who have never

contributed since the plan was established] to shelter the profits from taxation,” Plaskett says.

“Consider moving your highest risk investments into a TFSA to help shelter a potentially higher

profit from tax.”

Check your credit report

Financial experts say to do this once a year. If there are any errors, these can negatively affect your

credit score and therefore your ability to get credit or decent interest rates. Request a copy from

both national credit bureaus: Equifax Canada and TransUnion Canada.

Consider deferring your Old Age Security (OAS) benefits if you're turning 65

“If you start your OAS benefits at 65 and they will be clawed back, consider deferring them until age

70 because for each year you defer them, you get a 7.2 per cent increase in benefit,” Plaskett says. “If

you're going to get clawed back anyways, defer them to potentially boost your future amount and

then work at trying to find ways of reducing your future taxable income to help avoid the clawback.”
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How 5 millionaires did it

Billionaires of the Persian Gulf

10 reasons cars from the 1970s don't
suck
I hear a lot of people trash on cars from the
1970s. The idea that the ’70s didn’t offer fun cars
makes … More » 

These are all 6 ‘Car of the Year’
winners
It’s that time of year again. No, we’re not talking
about presents and stuffing and holiday cheer
(yet) … More » 

Where you can retire on $800 a
month

How to retire rich, from 50-66

10 retirement spots you shouldn't be
seduced by
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The most spoiled kids in the world

A stock tip from Mila Kunis

World's 8 best luxury brands

Lululemon says lawsuit wrongly
suggests intent to sell sheer pants
Lululemon Athletica Inc said it is implausible to
believe it intended to sell hundreds of thousands
of … More » 

Volvo taking 100 self-driving cars to
the streets in world first
Google's self-driving car has completed hundreds
of thousands of test miles within the past two
years, … More » 

10 U.S. states retirees love

Retire to Costa Rica's treetops
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13 extraordinary places to see before
you die

World's top 10 beach resorts

Your fridge just texted you: it knows
the kitchen is the final frontier
For Japan's electronics firms, the kitchen is the
final frontier. Companies from Panasonic Corp to
Toshiba … More » 

23 ominous shots from the
Architecture of Doom Tumblr
Though it may have started out as a humble
Tumblr devoted to Brutalist architecture porn,
Architecture … More » 

18 best places to retire overseas

Why collapse in Ireland is good news

Top 10 retirement destinations of
2013
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World's most expensive hotels

Most Instagram-worthy beaches in
Thailand

13 of the world's wildest restaurants

Cool and unusual hotel lobby
features
Hotel lobbies have long been social gathering
spots, but lately they have also emerged as
showcases for … More » 

Young entrepreneurs on how to
spend your first million
If you're in the rarefied position of being able to
attract investor dollars, these three young
founders … More » 

Luxury retirement on next to nothing

Why Medellin, Colombia is a great
retirement spot

8 unusual retirement communities
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Romantic escapes to the
subcontinent

Cities with cheapest luxury hotels

Volvo plans to scare the hell out of
Sweden--safely
Volvo has announced a program named "Drive
Me" that will see 100 self-driving cars hit the …
More » 

7 new trends in retirement
We all know that retirement today is not the
same as it was for our parents. Pensions are
nothing but … More » 

Europe's retirement havens

Best family car deals & prices
Three family cars popular with Canadian moms
and dads this year are the Toyota … More » 
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World's most luxurious first class
cabins

Stunning vacation villas of Santorini

Mexico's most beautiful beaches

Amazon's Bezos enters his Bond
villian stage
Amazon.com CEO Jeff Bezos is now larger than
life, like Steve Jobs, Bill Gates and Sam Walton
before … More » 

Why Antigua is an irresistable
retirement spot
This is La Antigua, Guatemala. The Volcán de
Agua (Volcano of Water) dominates the south
side of the … More » 

6 secrets to getting a better
performance evaluation
With the year drawing to a close, it's

Best SUV deals & prices
These are Canada's best current deals,
discounts, and prices on crossovers and
SUVs, … More » 

Best hatchback deals & prices
These are Canada's best current deals,
discounts, and prices on hatchback cars,
brought … More » 

Best sporty car deals & prices
These are Canada's best current deals,
discounts, and prices on sports and
performance … More » 
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Best places to watch the sun set

10 best restaurants in Asia

performance evaluation time in many companies.
Performance evaluations … More » 

Travel to-do: Master the art of
cupping in Brazil
Although my week at Daterra was largely devoted
to coffee, I cannot overlook the food enjoyed
during … More » 

NSFW (nearly): Vision Gran Turismo
6 concepts drawings
Contributed by automotive designers around the
world —and in the case of Nike, shoe designers
— the Vision … More » 

Best AWD, 4WD deals & prices
These are Canada's best current deals,
discounts, and prices on cars, trucks, and …
More » 

White cars, trucks and SUVs
Ever wonder what your white car says about
you? Like a car, a colour has a personality. …
More » 
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Journey to volcanic Vanuatu

Canada's worst airports

World's cheapest gasoline

O brave new world, that has Amazon
drones in it
Amazon testing delivery with drones, CEO Bezos
says More » 

Can you guess the three most
dominant department stores?
Hint: They're not department stores... More » 

Black cars, trucks and SUVs
Ever wonder what you black car says about you?
Like cars, colours have personalities. … More »

Blue cars, trucks and SUVs
Ever wonder what your blue car says about you?
Blue is a masculine color, according to … More »
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World's most likeable nations

World's 10 most influential women

China’s weird, amazing hotels
China's odd selection of hotels includes some
space-capsule shaped and panda … More »

5 new cruise ships to watch for in
2014
A new year means new ships, so we've scoured
the roster of 2014's most anticipated debuts to
give you … More » 

Nissan IDx Freeflow and Nismo
concept
Shown in two forms--the denim-trimmed IDX
Freeflow and the teen-racer IDx Nismo, they’re …
More » 

Porsche 918 Spyder drive
From its Nürburgring-beating lap times to its
roughly 78 mpg fuel economy estimates,
there's … More » 

NSFW (nearly): Vision Gran Turismo
6 concepts drawings
Contributed by automotive designers around the
world —and in the case of Nike, shoe
designers … More » 
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World's 10 most powerful militaries

World's biggest oil producers

World's most expensive cities

People who use a nickname earn
bigger paycheques
Sam or Samantha? Bill or William? Should you...
More » 

Canada sells London diplomatic
mansion for $530 million to Indian
developer
OTTAWA - Canada's top diplomat in the United
Kingdom says security concerns were one
consideration in … More » 

Mercedes-Benz AMG Vision Gran
Turismo Concept
In a blending of video games and reality,
Mercedes-Benz designers created a custom
vehicle … More » 

Fog overtakes the Grand Canyon
Photos of the rare fog that enveloped the Grand
Canyon over Thanksgiving. More » 
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Most valuable companies ever

World's most honest people

Laziest countries in the world

Nissan claims bizarre new title for
itself
Nissan has unveiled the latest version of the
Qashqai crossover, and it's calling it the "world's
most … More » 

Biggest blunders in Canadian
business in 2013
This year the Seinfeld rules applied: No learning,
no hugs. Massive mistakes and misjudgments,
repeated … More » 

2015 Mini Cooper and Cooper S
Mini has been long overdue for a rework of its
classic Cooper. Now, as it removes its … More »

The new 2015 Ford Mustang
Built on an all-new chassis, the 2015 Ford
Mustang offers a few revolutionary pieces — …
More » 
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10 biggest booze-guzzling nations

World's 10 ugliest buildings

World's strongest civic economies

10 best luxury cars for the snow
With winter looming ahead, choosing a vehicle
that delivers top traction in the snow can be
paramount … More » 

Hyundai unveils new Genesis to lure
BMW, Mercedes-Benz buyers,
burnish brand image
Hyundai has revamped the luxury Genesis sedan
for the first time since 2008, attempting to elevate
its … More » 

Jaguar F-Type Coupe
Unveiled ahead of the Los Angeles Auto Show,
the Jaguar F-Type Coupe offers a hardtop …
More » 

Lucra L148 supercar
From a workshop in San Diego, builder Luke
Richardson hopes to craft the next great
American … More » 

Lamborghini Gallardo, through the
years
As it ends production, the Lamborghini Gallardo
leaves the world stage as the embodiment …
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World's 10 biggest oil companies

World's richest sports teams

10 things department stores won’t tell
you
“The Black Friday deal is a myth,” and other
pearls of shopping wisdom... More » 

Audi's first North American hybrid
Audi's first plug-in hybrid for the United States
will arrive offering a total range of 700 miles …
More » 

More » 

Volvo plans to scare the hell out of
Sweden--safely
Volvo has announced a program named "Drive
Me" that will see 100 self-driving … More » 

Greenland: A beautiful laboratory for
the ugly effects of global warming
As Greenlanders adapt to the changing climate
and go on with their lives, researchers … More »
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World's 10 biggest defence
contractors

8 richest dictators in history

Amazing homes of glass

18 photos that show why Forever 21
is crushing everyone else in the the
teen retail industry
Forever 21 is changing teen retail forever...
More » 

11 strange facts about Loveroom, the
'Airbnb for hotties'
This week marked the soft launch of Loveroom,
the online service that connects people with extra
rooms … More » 

Gorgeous libraries from around the
world
A library is not just a collection of books, but
also the … More » 

The richest world leaders
HuffPost World has recently compiled a list of
the 20 richest world leaders currently … More »
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World's best city skylines

13 extraordinary places to see before
you die

Inside a Twitter robot factory
One day earlier this month, Jim Vidmar bought
1,000 fake Twitter accounts for $58 from an
online vendor … More » 

Best Caribbean all-inclusive resorts
for 2013
For many, all-inclusive resorts are the perfect
way to relax in the Caribbean, and they come in
every … More » 

25 most creative companies in the
world
Move over, Google. According to a new ranking,
Sanofi, FedEx, and Apple are among … More »

48 hours in Antigua
With 365 beaches, one for every day of the year,
Antigua in the Leeward Islands is considered …
More » 
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In China, the Devil doesn't wear
Prada

Homes with London's best views

A look back at Playboy's midcentury
design

Cheap U.S. tires on Canadians'
holiday shopping lists
Canadian cross-border shoppers aren't just
looking for great deals on gifts this holiday
season. Many … More » 

The fast track to retirement: reduce
consumerism
It's almost Thanksgiving and retailers are going
all out on advertising this year. It's hard for
young … More » 

Sydney Opera House
On October 20, 2013 the iconic Sydney …
More » 

Tour 20 of the world's most gorgeous
beach hotels

China’s weird, amazing hotels
China's odd selection of hotels includes some
space-capsule shaped … More » 
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World's best flight attendants 2013

Jaguar's crazy beautiful Project 7

Stunning vacation villas of Santorini

5 tips for relieving travel stress
To achieve this level of peace on earth in your
car, at the airport or in any other stressful
situation, … More » 

I barely made my $8,000 business
class flight to Beijing — here's what I
would have missed
Last Friday, I took a cab from my apartment in

Britain's most remarkable homes
From the weird and wonderful to the downright
bizarre, we take a look at the most unusual …
More » 

The Red Arrows take in the UAE's
iconic sights
The skies around the UAE this past week have
filled with noise and colour of the famous …
More » 
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How 5 millionaires did it

Hot photos of BMWs, Hong Kong-
style

Manhattan to Newark Airport. I arrived at Newark
at noon, … More » 

U.S. jury awards Apple $290 million in
retrial against Samsung
By Gerry Shih SAN JOSE, California (Reuters) -
A U.S. jury awarded Apple Inc about $290 million
in a … More » 

The CEO you love to hate
In any other industry, Ballmer would be lauded as
a tremendous innovator. More » 

UAE projects announced in 2013
Along with the Expo 2020 masterplan, these are
some of the upcoming projects we can't …
More » 

Inside the Cyber Monday warehouse
where Amazon will shift 41 items per
second
Amazon are preparing for 'Cyber Monday' - the
busiest online shopping day of the … More »
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How a real estate tycoon lives II

World's most expensive hotels

Best architectural projects of the year

Luxury car owners are the most
satisfied
The more a person spends for a new car, the
more satisfied that car owner is likely to be.
Among 350,000 … More » 

Get a lot for your money with Fodor’s
best budget hotels of 2013
These hotels are true gems, offering luxury
amenities and an unforgettable hospitality
experience at … More » 

Biggest blunders in Canadian
business in 2013
This year the Seinfeld rules applied: No learning,
no hugs. Massive mistakes and
misjudgments, … More » 

Biggest business deals in Canada
2013
As part of Yahoo Canada's Year in Review
coverage, the Finance team made its
selections … More » 
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At home, in a Shanghai shipping
container

$8-million piece of Park Avenue

After the low-cost airline, the poor
man's private jet
The Dubai Airshow produced a harvest of deals
for the world's biggest and flashiest jets this
week, but … More » 

On China's roads, where luxury risks
ordinariness
Luxury car dealers are resorting to offering
customers massages, mini-golf and other
gimmicks, hoping … More » 

Company plans to build massive
floating city
The Florida-based company Freedom …
More » 

World's 10 best holiday markets
During the weeks before Christmas, holiday
markets open across Europe and America. …
More » 
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Famous son lists $100M penthouse

Palatial Toronto condo lists for $18.5
million

You'll be shocked at what these 2
bedrooms cost

BlackBerry to launch Porsche-
designed luxury phone
BlackBerry, which is having difficulty selling its
new Z10 phones, has turned to Porsche to create
a … More » 

The 15 most sexist jobs in America
Among hundreds of full-time jobs, women earn
more than men in only two. On average, women
working full … More » 

20 of the world's most gorgeous
beach hotels
Summer and beaches are inextricably linked, so
it makes sense that we can't get … More » 

In pictures: Restaurants in unusual
places
From under water experiences, to dinner in the
sky, here are … More » 
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Homes with London's best views

Jolly good seaside villas

6 lighthouses you can live in

The 11 types of micro homes you
(with one box) can rent
It's time to part with your worldly possessions.
Your college textbooks, your orange couch, your
already-half-destroyed … More » 

8 potential pitfall of credit cards
Credit cards are convenient - and many offer
rewards on purchases. But if you don't use credit
responsibly, … More » 

The Shard is London's tallest
building
Standing 309.6 metres (1,016 ft) above ground
level, the Shard is the tallest building … More »

A decade since Concorde's last flight
It was arguably the fastest passenger aircraft in
service, if you consider the commercial … More »
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11 floating homes with grand water
views

Amazing nano-sized homes

10 questions to ask when buying real
estate overseas
Should you rent a home or buy one when making
a move overseas for retirement? But buying real
estate … More » 

Nothing confuses an automaker
more than your iPhone
As the Connected Car Expo kicks off in Los
Angeles, it's clear that automakers and tech
companies are … More » 

Aston Martin Vanquish Volante
At a hair under $300,000 the Aston Martin
Vanquish Volante represents the drop-top of …
More » 
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A Zen California retreat

Tiny homes that are works of art

How a real estate tycoon lives II

Mercedes previews the coming 2015
C-Class, and how it will fight BMW
Next year, Mercedes-Benz will reveal the all-new
version of its best-selling car, the C-Class, and
already … More » 

13 things never to do to a rental
home
Background photo by Jason
Schmidt/Architectural Digest; handyman photo:
kurhan/Shutterstock Architectural … More » 
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